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launches campaign to educate dads on safe sleep
for babies
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Syracuse -- During the last eight years, 40

Election 2012

infants — more than a
kindergarten class — have died
in Onondaga County due to an
unsafe sleep environment.

hare

Adam Soper, of DeWitt, feeds his 3-month-old son Nicholas before
putting him down to bed. Local experts are working to further educate
fathers about safe sleep environments for babies. Experts say babies
should sleep alone, in their cribs, always.

Often, those unsafe
environments look perfectly
fine: a newborn asleep with
mom or dad in a recliner, a
baby asleep with a sibling in a
toddler bed or the little one
snuggled up to a stuffed animal
in the crib.
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Find and compare the candidates running for
federal, state, and local offices this November.
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Dennis Nett / The Post-Standard

The images are easy to
conjure. But all are dangerous and have potentially fatal consequences, say pediatric
experts. Those who study infant death trends hope the images of these situations will
someday be as shocking as a pregnant woman drinking whiskey or a 5-year-old riding in
the front seat without a seat belt.

More News Topics

Sean Kirst: Read his
latest columns

(http://www.syracuse.com/kirst/)

Babies need to sleep alone, in a crib with nothing but the sheet beneath them and the
clothing they are wearing, according to national and local experts.

Opinion: Editorials,
letters & more

Any other scenario — a parent falling asleep on the couch or chair, pulling the child into a
bed with a parent or sibling, or any pillows, toys or blankets in the crib — are
unacceptable.
Babies sleep alone in a crib. Always, experts say.
The reason is, children 1 year old and younger don’t have the physical or mental
maturity to wake themselves up or correct their position if the airway becomes blocked.
Suffocation can happen in seconds, according to Dr. Laura Knight, Onondaga County
medical examiner.

(http://www.syracuse.com/opinion/)
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“I don’t think people realize how fast something can happen,” Knight said.
Local numbers are similar to rates in surrounding counties and throughout Upstate New
York, according to Christine Larkin, coordinator of the Onondaga County Child
Fatality Review Team. (http://www.onondagachildfatalityreview.com/)
Last fall, the American Academy of Pediatrics expanded its
recommendations (http://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-pressroom/pages/AAP-Expands-Guidelines-for-Infant-Sleep-Safety-and-SIDSRisk-Reduction.aspx?nfstatus=401&nftoken=00000000-0000-0000-0000000000000000&nfstatusdescription=ERROR%3a+No+local+token) to lower
the risk of sudden infant death syndrome. The statement says sleep-related deaths
from suffocation, entrapment and asphyxia have increased since the early 1990s. In
addition to a bare crib, the AAP recommends that babies sleep in the same room as the
parents but not the same bed, parents shouldn’t smoke and breastfeeding is
recommended.
To help spread and solidify the message locally that babies should sleep in their cribs
alone, the Onondaga County Child Fatality Review Team, which Knight is also part of,
launched a new campaign this month to educate one part of the community that
sometimes doesn’t get the attention it deserves: dads.
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NY-24 election preview: Buerkle-Maffei
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“Safe Sleep Syracuse — Just for Men,”
(https://www.facebook.com/SafeSleepSYR) is a new local Facebook page that
will offer advice, education and stories about safe sleep environments, geared toward
men.
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In up to 40 percent of the
cases where a baby died locally
because of an unsafe sleep
environment, a man — either
the father or other male
relative — was in the room or
at least in the house, according
to team members.
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Safe sleep for babies
34

What: “Safe Sleep Syracuse — Just for Men,”
is a new, local educational Facebook page to
teach dads about safe sleep habits for babies.
October is Safe Sleep Awareness Month.
Where: www.facebook.com/safesleepsyr
(https://www.facebook.com/SafeSleepSYR)
Information: The Onondaga County Child
Fatality Review Team will update the page
regularly. Parents may also send questions to
the team through the site. To help the team
market this message, contact Coordinator
Christine Larkin at 701-2985, ext. 212.

“We thought: What would
happen if the father knew as
much as the mother?” said
Clemencia Molina, regional
coordinator of the Central
New York office of the
Sudden Infant and Child
Death Resource Center. (http://www.reachcny.org/providers/new-yorkstate-center-for-sid-central-ny-office.cfm)

But it’s not that dads aren’t paying attention, Molina said. Sometimes, new fathers may
struggle to feel as involved as the mother in the child’s earliest months, she said. Putting
a child’s sleep environment into dad’s hands — as well as mom’s — gives the father a
tangible, concrete and simple thing to be responsible for, Larkin said. That responsibility
can be critical among many things new parents, who might be overwhelmed and sleep
deprived, have to remember, Larkin said.
The team stressed two points of their message:
- Parents aren’t willfully putting their children into harm’s way when they put them to
sleep. Parents often believe that they are doing the right thing for the child. Some

Syracuse police investigate three early
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parents just don’t have the most current information, Larkin said.
And that’s not for a lack of trying, Larkin said. Many of today’s guidelines are different,
and sometimes opposite, of what today’s grandparents were taught.
- The new guidelines are simple. They don’t cost money and can be easily
communicated: Babies should sleep alone in a crib. Always.
The power of a simple message has saved thousands of babies’ lives since the early
1990s. That’s when pediatricians and AAP gave parents dramatically new advice on
how a child should be positioned when sleeping.
For decades, parents put babies to bed on their stomachs and sometimes on their sides
to prevent SIDS. In the 1990s, experts changed course and said babies should sleep on
their backs instead.
SIDS deaths plummeted by nearly half in the years that followed.
The message — and its welcome outcome — spread far and
fast, Knight said. One fueled the other and the
recommendation that it’s safer for babies to sleep on their
backs is now widely held, Knight said.
The local project was sparked by a $3,600 grant from the
Central New York Community Foundation’s “Syracuse SIDS
Prevention Fund.” The money has been used for research, to
launch the Facebook page and the team hopes to expand
marketing in the next year.

Adam and Kristin Soper with
3-month-old Nicholas at
their home in DeWitt. The
Sopers say they know of the
most current expert
recommendations on safe
sleep environments for
babies. Nicholas sleeps
alone in his crib and dad
Adam is responsible for the
bedtime ritual.

Once men were identified as a target, the Child Fatality Review
Dennis Nett / The
Post-Standard
Team began asking local men what would get their attention
when it came to the issue of safe sleep for babies. They reached out to firefighters,
caseworkers and men in local prisons about the issue.
Many said new parent education is too focused on mothers, Larkin said. The men said
“shocking” messages would startle them into paying attention to the issue and learning
about what they could do to help. They also said messages from local sports figures or at
barber shops and bus stations would help. And the photos should include fathers, not
just mothers, Larkin said.
Some dads said they were disappointed they didn’t already know babies should sleep
alone, Molina said.
“There was a sincere tenderness to taking care of the child,” she said.
As the team has honed its message, they are learning their challenge is twofold:
unraveling outdated information embedded in families and emphasizing the latest
research and expert advice.
The team rattled off myths they hear often: Some parents say they are light sleepers
and would wake up if they rolled onto their child or if the baby was having trouble
breathing. Experts from the team say that’s highly unlikely, especially when exhausted
parents are part of the equation.
Another hot topic in baby safety is crib bumpers. Bumpers are the cushioned pads that
ring the inside of the crib, closest to the mattress. They are meant to protect the baby
from bumping into or becoming entangled in the crib slats — and many newborn crib
bedding sets include them as a coordinated accessory.
Manufacturers say that when used correctly, they are safe and effective. Experts say
they’re not only unnecessary, but they are dangerous.

“Not a single injury has ever been prevented with a bumper,” Knight said.
Babies have suffocated from being pressed up to a bumper or been strangled by
becoming entangled in the ties that attach it to the crib.
AAP recommends against using bumpers and anti-bumper campaigns have been
spreading.
Chicago became the first American city last fall to ban the sale of crib bumpers. And the
state of Maryland is considering a statewide ban.
The messaging can be confusing since local stores sell the products and they look nice,
team members said. Don’t know what to do? Ask your doctor, according to the team.
Members of the Onondaga County Child Fatality Review Team approach the issue of
safe sleep for babies in muted tones and heavy hearts. They are the ones tasked with
reviewing tragic cases of local babies dying amid circumstances that could be prevented.
They know the stories of a baby slipping into the crevice of a recliner and suffocating
and the wrist of an older sibling blocking the mouth of the baby sleeping in the same
bed. Their colleagues are the ones who counsel parents in their grief. Parents forever
affected by the loss and only want to help other parents avoid their situation, team
members said.
“We can’t solve this problem but we can help avoid misinformation,” Knight said.
“Because we know this is how children die.”
Contact Emily Kulkus at ekulkus@syracuse.com
(mailto:ekulkus@syracuse.com) or 470-2184.
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Amy M. (http://connect.syracuse.com/user/amy_m./index.html)
Traditional crib bumpers have contributed to various infant injuries during

the past few years. Many pediatricians are telling parents to go with
Wonder Bumpers made by a company called Go Mama Go Designs. They
are a high quality pad the zips onto the crib bar making a totally safe for
your infant. Go Mama Go Designs educates parents on crib bumper
safety and Wonder Bumpers have won several safety awards. It's a no
brainer.
(http://syracuse.com/)
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Interesting - little mention of smoking while pregnant or smoking in front
of an infant, or poverty levels, or teenage pregnancy - all of which have
been noted as key factors on SIDS related mortality. Not to mention that
between 10 and 20% of all SIDS diagnoses are estimated to be incorrect
and in fact the cause of death was infanticide. Granted this goes beyond
SIDS to accidental suffocation. Does that number of 40% mean that the
other 60% were women? I suppose you have to start somewhere.
(http://syracuse.com/)
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Yes, it does appear that 60% of the infant deaths are with
'women' and 40% with 'men'. So, what does Kristine Larkin
do?? you ask......well, this math major decides to just go after
the 40% in this wonderfully non scientific approach to infant
deaths. Hey Kristine, here's a clue for you, why not go after
100% of the care givers and include BOTH women and men in
your vaunted quest??? Just another Public Union WASTE of our
money. You have hit a new 'low' Kristine, congratulations on
your foolish segregation and divisive contrivance. Maybe you
can spend MORE Taxpayer $$$$$$ and go after the women in
an entirely separate program.......you know, it will cost twice
as much in OUR money and you can 'feel' good for your small
and simple minded approach.
(http://syracuse.com/)
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